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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Pathology is a branch of medical science that help in diagnosing the disease by microscopic
examination and revealing the information to render correct diagnosis and help in proper treatment
planning. Recent advances in technology has put a significant impact in the diagnostic field of
pathology. Introduction of slide less pathology also known as Virtual Microscopy or Whole sslide
imaging (WSI) is not mere an imagination but an upcoming and promising invention. It is highly
demanded in everyday pathology as well as in educational, research purpose and bioindustry. Even
though these advances are faced with significant challenges such as data storage, image compression,
they also provide guidance to newer diagnostic approach. These can also minimize the interobserver
variability, diagnostic dilemma, identifies the therapeutic pathways and predicts the patient responses
to therapy. Hence the promise of digital pathology is not the simple transfer of an image to monitor,
but rather an upgradation with information that cannot be garnered by human examination. This
article aims to introduce and discuss the important aspects of this evo
evolving technology.
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INTRODUCTION
An early introduction to Digital pathology or Whole slide
imaging (WSI) system was credited to Wetzel and Gilbertson
in 1999 and since then, it is continuously being monitored and
modified. It uses high speed, high-resolution
resolution digital acquisition
of images of the entire slide or selected area of it and these
images can be viewed on computers and laptops with required
field of magnification (Ghaznavi et al., 2013; Chandra, 2014).
WSI scanners, robotic microscopes
scopes capable to automatically
generate digital images from the glass slide are the equipment
necessary for its functioning (Pantanowitz et al., 2013) Few of
its advantages are: easier mode of data transfer, qualitative and
quantitative assurance, use in remote consultations and any
time approach to analyze the slide. Previous literature suggest
that digital pathology helps in better diagnosis, manipulation of
digital images in innovative ways. Moreover, it helps in second
opinion, telepathology, reviewing,, sharing and for educational
and research purposes. But compared to the conventional light
microscopy, its diagnostic accuracy needs to be more
evaluated and standardized. Hence a wider acceptance is not
yet achieved regarding its high technical insets, high
h
costs and
also due to technophobia of pathologists (Pantanowitz
Pantanowitz, 2010).

Digital slides: Digital pathology utilizes a virtual microscope,
which is a trinocular microscope with advanced controls of
various adjustments like movement of the mechanical stage,
illumination, objective, coarse and fine focusing of the lens.
These enables the use of digital images which are analog
images composed of pixels represented using binary numbers
of ones and zeros. Digital imaging has four important steps
(Pinco et al., 2009).





Image acquisition
Storage and management,
Editing
Display and transmission of images.

Whole slide imaging: This process adopts the technology of
digitalization wherein the slides are kept on the stage and
scanned using high speed digitizati
digitization in a tile or linear pattern
under a required magnification. This is followed by capturing
of several pictures in pixels by the automatic movement of the
equipment, hence the name “Digital Scanner”. These images
are further compiled with the help of a so
software to produce a
final picture which is the replica of the representative section
on the slide.
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This image is called as digital slide or “e-slide” or virtual
image or whole slide image. This demands high-speed internet
and security measures to protect the information (Indu et al.,
2016; Karnovsky et al., 2006). WSI can be categorized into
bright field, fluorescence and multispec+tral. Most common
and least expensive includes the bright field variety.
Fluorescent WSI works similar to ordinary fluorescent
microscope, mainly utilized for immunofluorescence and in
situ hybridization (Krenacs et al., 2010). Digital microscopy is
also specialized in capturing spectral details across the visible
range of light to near infrared bands to form the multispectral
imaging. This can work along with fluorescent and bright field
microscopy. Thus, it helps in overcoming the problems related
to auto fluorescence in fluorescence microscopy, but it is slow
and requires complex preparation of the sample (Levenson et
al., 2008).
Scanning procedure: Image acquisition takes place in long
narrow strips in case of linear scanning whereas in tile
scanning the slides are scanned in a series of rectangular tiles.
Several methods of scanning principle are followed to focus
the fields – these include “focus every field”, “focus every nth”
field and “focus map method” (Parwani et al., 2012; Montalto
et al., 2011)
Scan view
Focus every field

Scan field
Scan the entire field

Focus every nth field
Focus map method

Every nth field
Focus
point
distributed over the
surface

Merits
Accurate but time
consuming
Faster and simpler
Faster but less
accurate

Blue dots in 1cindicate “focus map” method (= focus point, →
= direction of scanning). Scanning of slides occur in multiple
magnification and focal planes. These images are either auto
loaded or smaller images are finally grouped to larger images
with the help of software. These duplicate the exact section
required in the slide and store it in computer for future use
(Chandra, 2013). The image thus obtained can be modified in
relation to brightness, contrast and color saturation if required.
Quality of image obtained depends on the quality of the
original slide to be scanned. It should be free of artifacts such
as folds, knife marks, air bubbles, and stain deposits to get the
best results.
Slide size: In addition to the scanning of traditional slides of
size 75 × 25 mm, it can also analyze larger slides of size as big
as 200 × 150 mm. Moreover 200 such slides can be analyzed
and auto scanned resulting in a large file size up to several
gigabits. These files are further compressed using Joint
Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)or JPEG 2000 algorithms
for storage convenience (Pantanowitz, 2012; Khushi, 2013)
Limitation of Conventional Microscopy (Chandra, 2013)






Glass slides are fragile and tends to break
Fading of stain with storage
Difficult to retrieve
Proper data with history needs to be stored
Difficult for academic purpose

Advantages of whole slide imaging (Indu, 2016)










High resolution
Better color and contrast of images
Short time scanning
Fast image analysis
Easily retrievable
Easy portable
Can be used for multiple opinions simultaneously
Act as permanent record
Used in online interaction

Disadvantages of whole slide imaging
 Demand high infrastructure
 Requires uninterrupted internet and power supply
 More technical problems associated with software and
hardware problem
 Larger size difficult to retrieve
 Time consuming in few cases
 Difficulty to scan large tissue sections,3D cell groups in
cytology and thick smears
 Well trained technicians and pathologist required for
proper handling of data
Applications of digital imaging
Figure 2. Steps in whole slide imaging

Figure 1: (a and b) Tile pattern of scanning. The arrows show
direction of scanning. Blue dots in 1a indicate “focus every
field” method. Dots in 1b indicate “focus every nth field”
method. (Courtesy: Dr. Toby C. Cornish, PhD, Assistant
Professor of Pathology, John Hopkins Medicine). (c) Linear
pattern of scanning.






Used for pathologic interpretations
Used for education purpose
Used for research purpose
Used for tele communication

Role in pathologic interpretation: Digital microscopy helps
in analysis of whole slide imaging at once making
interpretations easier and faster.
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Simultaneously many slides can be analyzed. Detail scanning
is possible with enlarged view of each section possible. Can be
viewed by multiple person at same time, hence avoiding inter –
observer and intra observer bias (Bhargava, 2016). Digital
microscopy is entering into daily pathology practice.
According to Krishnamurti et al. digital slides of breast
carcinoma tissue gave a similar accuracy, precision and
reproducibility in interpretation when compared to
conventional microscopy (Krishnamurthy et al., 2013).
Used for education purpose: Digital slides are being
introduced into the education system in many institutions for
undergraduate and staff training. One of the main
disadvantages of conventional microscopy is that it does not
allow simultaneous viewing of the slides by multiple students.
This can be solved by using digital microscopy. The
maintenance of numerous microscopes for teaching purpose in
the laboratory can be avoided by using digital microscopy.
Hence only one slide required for teaching hundreds of
students. Moreover, the usage of glass slide examination can
also be replaced with digital slides (Saco et al., 2016; Fonseca
et al., 2015) These can also aid as material in scientific
presentation in conferences and symposiums.
Used for research purpose: Digital microscopy can help
resolve various drawbacks in using glass slide in FISH and
genomic analysis. The small signal size and fading of nucleus
during fluorescent techniques can be resolved by simultaneous
scanning of several focal planes through the sample and
maintaining a digital record. This can be used in procedures of
tissue microarray and also in human genomic project such as in
virtual tumor bank.
Used for tele communication: Communication methods
through telecommunication are widely in practice now a
days.WSI telepathology provide access to entire digital slide at
a single time. This is especially useful in case of second
consultation or shortage of pathologist in the hospital.
Telepathology includes a digital work platform to attain digital
images, telecommunication network to transmit images and
monitor or screen to view the images. Nowadays it is used in
telehematology, ultra structural telepathology other than
surgical pathology (Evans, 2009). This helps in better
resolution of images and in teleconferencing. Many factors
need to be focused while setting telepathology such as the
distance between the slide and the tele pathologist, the
computer network, the bandwidth limitations etc. Technical
issues such as scanning difficulties, hardware malfunctioning,
image problems may arise (Pekmezci et al., 2016).
WSI vs Microscopy: According to a study done by
Mukhopadhyay S et al 2018,WSI is considered to be noninferior to microscopy in diagnosing primary disease in biopsy
and resection specimens when compared to H&E,
immunochemistry and special staining (Mukhopadhyay et al.,
2018)
Computational interpretation of pathology imaging: The
digitization of pathology imaging has made a tremendous
improvement in the quantitative analysis through image
processing. Interpretation of digital image include recognition
and classification of cells, the characterization of microscopic
structures that are multicellular or regional in nature and the
quantification of antibody staining.The following features are
analyzed (Cooper et al., 2012):

Object segmentation: The shape, color and texture of
segmented nuclei and their boundaries are detected.
Region segmentation: Often areas such as boundaries of blood
vessel, lesions, and inflammation are observed in segments.
Feature extraction: It is the process of gathering informative
descriptions of objects or regions, and often precedes
classification or segmentation tasks. It is used to describe
spatial characteristics, object characteristics such as shape or
texture (useful for object classification), or a collection of
segmented objects to describe group behavior.
Classification.: Based on extracted features whole slides can
be classified into different cell types, antibody activation etc.
Antibody quantification: Application of multiple stains
highlighting both structure and antibody binding can
subsequently be unmixed and evaluated using digital
techniques (Ruifrok et al., 2003)
Computer-Aided Diagnosis: It is the most active research area
in pathology image analysis. Introduction of this system helps
to reduce variability and error in diagnosis by emulating
established diagnostic procedures. This system contains
multiple module implementing object segmentation, region
segmentation, and feature extraction for classifying the
disease. Numerous systems have been developed such as
follicular lymphoma (Belkacem-Boussaid, 2010; Cooper et
al., 2009; Sertel et al., 2010), breast cancer (Basavanhally et
al., 2010; Madabhushi et al., 2011; Van De Wouwer,
2000),colon cancer and neuroblastoma (Masood et al., 2009;
Kong et al., 2008).
Limitations to digital pathology: Although the pathology
imaging data is fast growing after the implementation of digital
technology, yet there are few limitations in this field which
holds back its use in regular practice.
Image size: A typical whole slide image is compressed with
JPEG, reduces the image size to several giga bytes or hundreds
of megabytes. A single scanning system generates hundreds of
images daily and these images are stacked in multilayer
providing a focus capability of tens of such images (Cooper et
al., 2012).
Low-latency access: A centralized server maintains the
pathology images which are viewed remotely by the
practioners. Moreover, a proper zooming of the field for
diagnostic purpose is achieved by low latency serving.
Unique compression requirements: Another challenge faced
by pathologists are the appearance of compression artifact
during diagnosis. These challenges are overcome by
introduction of quantitative data generated by computational
image analysis. These data represent the contents of a virtual
pathology slide ranging from single individual cell to
regional/textural descriptions of whole tissues at multiple
resolutions. This newer addition can improve the potential role
of digital pathology in the identification of novel therapeutic
targets and survival predilection (Cooper et al., 2012).
The future of digital pathology: Digitization and image
analysis are expected to improve prognosis, therapeutics, and
understanding of complex diseases like cancer. This may help
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in research testbed where the molecular and imaging data can
be associated with patient genome and morphology.
Classification of disease subtypes: Image analysis can be
used to describe the shape and texture of hundreds of millions
of cells using various features. Thus, diseases that have been
traditionally diagnosed as single disease is discovered to have
multiple subtypes, each with characteristic molecular
foundations. Significant differences in expression for genes
known to influence cell appearance including cell
differentiation, cell lineage, and programmed death were
analyzed using digital pathology (Cooper et al., 2012).
Molecules identification in the Tumor Microenvironment
Earlier, imaging localized protein expression to individual cells
using special techniques but simultaneous measurement of
molecules was difficult. This problem was overcome by the
development of recent technique called quantum dot, which
provide spatial localization of molecules through fluorescence
imaging. This advancement may provide transition from the
laboratory to the clinic over the next decade and may be
ubiquitous in pathology as magnetic resonance is in radiology
(Tholouli et al., 2008; Caldwell, 2008).
Storage enhancement: Various studies are in progress to
improve the data storage capacity. Presently solid-state drives
are in use which provide a low-latency data storage at smaller
capacities than traditional hard disks. Further advancements
such as multiple levels of coupled spinning drives and SSDs in
RAID configurations are expected to come in forefront. These
can improve the long-term storage and high-speed access for
larger documentation. Hence further modifications in data
transmission, effective compression and adequate compilation
and computation reuse should be focused on for the smooth
utilization of imaging techniques (Cooper et al., 2012).
Deep learning for digital image analysis: Deep learning is a
machine learning pattern of feature learning. The principle
behind this method involves deriving a suitable feature space
solely from the data itself. This is mainly adopted to analyze
big data sources. It identifies feature such as (a) epithelium
segmentation, (b) nuclei segmentation (c) lymphocyte
detection, (d) mitosis detection, and(e) lymphoma
classification thereby bridging the gap between digital
pathology domain and deep learning (Janowczyk et al., 2016).
The steps followed in whole slide imaging is summarized
below (Nishat et al., 2017): The advances in imaging
technologies are revolutionizing the pathologist’s ability to
rapidly capture the multidimensional data from each patient.
Science is far advancing in this technological era. With the
advent of digital pathology newer perspectives are being added
to the field of pathology helping the pathologist to make more
accurate and definitive diagnosis in coming future.
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